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Title

Administration of the LSU Coastal Marine Institute (2019-2024)

Administered by

BOEM GOM OCS Region

BOEM Contact(s)

Melanie Damour (melanie.damour@boem.gov)

Procurement Type(s)

Cooperative Agreement

Approx. Cost

$1,000 (in thousands)

Performance Period

FY 2019–2027

Date Revised

September 27, 2018

PICOC Summary

Write one or two sentences for each of the following elements, as appropriate.

Problem

The CMI program provides a mechanism to continue dialogue and research
on OCS issues that are relevant to the State of Louisiana and BOEM

Intervention

Studies conducted under the agreement address issues of immediate concern
to both the State and BOEM, and providing information for numerous OCS
decisions.

Comparison

Various approaches used are hypothesis-testing, control vs. treatment, and/or
natural change, field studies and surveys, and data searches & syntheses.

Outcome

The CMI program is uses the local highly qualified, scientific expertise to:
collect and disseminate environmental information needed for OCS energy
and mineral decisions; address local and regional OCS related environmental
and resources issues of mutual interest, and strengthen the BOEM-LSU State
partnerships.

Context

Gulf of Mexico Region

BOEM Information Need(s): Since 1992, BOEM has maintained a strong
partnership with the Louisiana State University (LSU) through a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) that established the Coastal Marine Institute (CMI). The CMI
program provides a vital mechanism to continue dialogue and research on OCS issues
that are relevant to the State of Louisiana and BOEM. With matching funds, BOEM and
the State are able to collect information that otherwise might not be obtained.
Individual projects conducted under the agreement address issues of immediate
concern to both the State and BOEM, and provide information for numerous OCS
decisions, depending on the focus and scope of the particular project.
Background: BOEM and LSU through an MOA are continuing the CMI program to
conduct environmental and socioeconomic research of joint interest to the State of
Louisiana and BOEM on offshore energy and marine minerals issues. Under the terms
of this agreement, the State, through LSU, provides matching funds of at least one dollar
for each dollar, BOEM provides for selected studies. A small part of the costs are
dedicated to administrative support (CMI Director) while the majority of funds are
utilized for individual projects. The first agreement was signed in September 1992,
establishing the first BOEM CMI at LSU. This agreement was extended for a sixth 5-year
period (2019–2024). Under this agreement, any LSU researcher can propose research
projects of interest to both the State and BOEM, provided that the offeror provides
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matching funds. The status of the ongoing CMI studies varies as to the individual study
being conducted. The CMI agreement emphasizes a close cooperative working
relationship between LSU and BOEM resulting in a program of research of vital interest
to both the State of Louisiana and BOEM.
Objectives: The LSU CMI program is designed to use the highly qualified, scientific
expertise at the local levels to: collect and disseminate environmental information
needed for OCS energy and mineral decisions; address local and regional OCS related
environmental and resources issues of mutual interest, and strengthen the BOEM-LSU
State partnerships in addressing OCS energy information needs. The administrative
objectives of the program are to manage the administration of the Coastal Marine
Institute program. Tasks include maintenance of and updating studies information on
the existing CMI webpage, organization of a coordination meeting between BOEM and
LSU faculty and research units to communicate information about the CMI program
and funding opportunities, coordination of all CMI activities with the Steering
Committee members, and coordination of CMI proposal reviews by Steering Committee
members and outside peer reviewers, as appropriate, and submittal of an annual
progress report summarizing the work accomplished each year.
Methods: The LSU CMI Director coordinates the CMI program and works closely with
the BOEM Project Officer. Annually, letters of intent and invited proposals for CMI
studies that address the information needs identified within a general framework are
solicited by BOEM and submitted to the LSU CMI Director. Letters of intent and
solicited proposals are then submitted to BOEM and evaluated as to their scientific
merit and applicability to information needs of BOEM and the State of Louisiana, and
deemed either acceptable, in need of revision, or unacceptable. External peer review is
sometimes sought to assist in the reviews, particularly when questions of technical merit
cannot be resolved.
Specific Research Question(s): The CMI examines: environmental aspects of
technologies for extracting and transporting non-energy resources; environmental
response to changing energy extraction and transport technologies; analyses and
synthesis of existing data/information from previous studies; modeling of
environmental, social, and economic processes and systems; new information about the
structure/function of affected systems via application of descriptive and experimental
means; and projects that improve the application and distribution of multi-source
information.
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